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Message from the President
As we conclude a year of transition for the CIC, I can honestly say that it has been a humbling year as the
new leader to an organization that has created such an impressive legacy of outreach and ministry to the
communities that many of our Classis churches serve. Each of the CIC programs has at its core talented,
committed, and faithful leaders – each fully capable of overcoming the obstacles that might cause lesser
leaders to stumble. I am thankful for each of them and pray that God sustain their energy, their faith, and
their focus on the important missions He has placed before us.
This has been a challenging year financially for the CIC. As our Sandy Recovery work has wound down, and
our grants from some programs became more difficult to obtain, we have become increasingly dependent
on the generosity and support of our Circle of Friends, the Classis churches that participate with us, and the
individuals who actively guide and direct the programs and ministries within the CIC. In some cases we have
had to reduce hours of key people, or rely on their “volunteer” time in lieu of payment. For such people, I
am profoundly grateful. Yet we have managed to adjust our expense structure to better reflect the funding
sources that have sustained us. And we have succeeded in finding new funding sources to fill shortfalls.
With this revised structure, we look to 2019 as a year of new ministries and continued blessings for those we
serve.
My greatest hope in 2019 is to be able to engage with more Classis NB churches to learn how, together, we
can have greater outreach to our communities. Our NeighborCorps program, which has had such great
success in re-entry services in Middlesex County, could be expanded to other counties where a need for
their services is great. Our Church Based Mental Health services have already expanded into Ocean county
churches, but many others have not been able to participate in it. Most importantly of all, I hope we can
improve our communication with other churches where we do not currently engage, to see how we might
provide a way, together, to better achieve the ministry goals that lie before them.
To any church leader who may you feel called to get involved and perhaps to help lead programs under the
CIC umbrella or to expand their services within your own church, why not consider becoming a member of
CIC’s Board of Trustees? I welcome the opportunity to discuss the role of a board member with you or
members of your church community. Please feel free to contact me at cic.president4@gmail.com.
Thank you to all who encourage, support, pray for, and sustain the work of the CIC. May God bless you as
He has blessed us.
In Peace,

Clark Petrie
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Annual Classis-Wide Summer Mission Trip
CIC hosted our Fourth Annual Classis-Wide Summer Mission Trip in July to assist a church in Long Branch, NJ
that had been vacant and needed help prepping the property for its re-launch of worship and outreach to
the community. Pastor Marisol Ferrer worked with Harry Pangemanan and Anthony DiGrigoli in the weeks
leading up to the trip to outline projects and pre-deliver supplies, including the installation of a donated
refrigerator.
On the day the group departed, they drove the short 45 minutes to
Long Branch, the fastest journey to a mission trip destination to
date. Upon arrival the group was introduced to Pastor Marisol, her
husband Paul and sister Maria. Marisol graced the group with a rapinspired sermon and welcoming church service.
The work group averaged between 20-30 members daily. Because of
the short distance to Long Branch, many workers came for the day
or part of the week, while about 20 people slept over for the week.
With the help of past members from the Reformed Church of Long
Branch, eager new-comers from supporting churches, and the work
group, the church was able to move through a large number of
projects quickly.
The first work day, groups were created and given their tasks for
day, including removing a metal fence from the property, painting
the parsonage, cutting down and trimming overgrown shrubbery along the side of the church, and yard
clean-up. Day two, groups focused on cleaning out the basements. The church and social hall basement ran
the length of both buildings and had several rooms which were packed with dusty remnants of the past,
including a newspaper article about the moon landing and another with the headline of JFK’s assassination.
These were not the oldest items but certainly the most memorable. The parsonage basement was quite
moldy, and the experience of many in the group with mold remediation, our team was well equipped to
handle this challenge.
Days 3-5 the group continued to paint the parsonage, clean and paint the social hall kitchen, install a new
floor on the second-floor balcony overlooking the social hall, block off a broken stained-glass window, paint
the bathrooms off the social hall, rip up all the carpets in
the sanctuary, and clean and polish the newly-exposed
sanctuary floors. Additionally, repairs were made to the
parking lot gates, new stairs added off the kitchen from
the social hall, and the property was raked and mowed.
Air conditioners were installed and the front porch
banisters on the parsonage were stabilized. Over the
course of the week, the group filled two dumpsters with
debris from the basements and carpets from the
sanctuary.
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Throughout the week, Marisol’s sister Maria prepared and served most meals. Coffee and snacks were never
in short supply. The group experienced an overall feeling of bonding and satisfaction for a job done well for
a good cause.
Paul remarked that this work group gave them more than a year of their lives back through accomplishing all
that it did in one week. Paul and Maria have kept in touch since, and we are able to witness the birth of a
new community church.

-- Anthony DiGrigoli, Vice-President
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online at: ImprovingNJ.org/CALTR
Since 2012, CALTR has rehabilitated over 200 homes along the New Jersey shore that were devastated by
Hurricane Sandy in Monmouth, Middlesex and Ocean Counties, utilizing donated supplies and group
volunteers from around the country, as well as local unemployed volunteers who improve their job
prospects and earning potential.
A Year of Transition
After five years at the shore - repairing homes and providing meaningful volunteer experiences to
thousands of individuals from New Jersey and across the U.S. and Canada – CALTR has transitioned its
structure and capabilities from hurricane relief work to supporting affordable housing for those who are
homeless and for people with special needs.
CALTR (Churches Accomplishing Long-Term Recovery) has become CALTR-Faith in Action, a program that
continues to host week-long volunteer groups with an emphasis on service learning and putting faith into
action, while working on rehabilitating houses in collaboration with the Reformed Church of Highland Park
Affordable Housing Corporation (AHC) and Interfaith-RISE. Affordable housing in NJ is challenging for
many and so CALTR partners with AHC to continuing helping to provide the vulnerable in our
communities, including refugees, with safe, warm, and functional homes. In addition to service projects
around affordable housing, CALTR-Faith in Action participants also engage in volunteer activities that allow
them to work alongside community members who are dedicated to addressing salient issues in our
communities such as immigration and asylum, food security, poverty, and domestic violence.
2018 Accomplishments
In 2018, CALTR-Faith in Action hosted 68 week-long volunteers from 5 groups across the U.S. who
contributed an estimated 1,312 of total volunteer hours to community-strengthening activities with local
groups such as food distribution to the homeless with SHILO, visiting detainees at Elizabeth Detention
Center in Elizabeth with the Reformed Church of Highland Park Visitation Ministry, grounds clean-up for
low-income residences with the Affordable Housing Corporation, building renovation to Long Branch
Reformed Church in Long Branch, NJ, courthouse monitoring with DIRE, assisting with food distribution
with Elijah’s Promise in New Brunswick, NJ, and setting up apartments for newly-arriving refugee families
with Interfaith-RISE.
2018 groups included: State College Presbyterian from State College, PA; Rice University in Texas; Rev. Deb
Rensink with a group from Sioux Center, IA; Hope Church from Holland, MI; and the Princeton University
Faith & Action group from Princeton, NJ.
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online at: NeighborCorpsRe-Entry.org
NeighborCorps Re-Entry Services works to lower the rate of recidivism in New Jersey by providing free,
supportive services to returning citizens. We work with individuals who are currently incarcerated—or who
have previously been incarcerated—in Middlesex County Adult Correctional Center and help them transition
back into the community. The NeighborCorps staff and our volunteers provide guidance and support to
Participants and their supportive family members, connecting them to resources as they strive to reach their
post-release goals, including (but not limited to) gainful employment, housing, substance treatment and/or
mental health counseling, and regaining the trust of others through honest communication and
accountability.
2018 Program Accomplishments
2018 was NeighborCorps’ fourth full-year program. NeighborCorps is grateful to have received a
Freeholders Support Grant from Middlesex County to help support the program and operations.
Staff
Having transitioned from having a staff of one to a staff of three in the fall of 2017, 2018 was the first full
year NeighborCorps utilized a team approach to re-entry work. The team approach allows the staff to
combine their individual strengths to best serve the Participants and the benefits of the team staffing
model were evident over the course of the year. The NeighborCorps staff includes:
• Tracy Cangiano, Administrative Director
• Valerie Jones, Re-Entry Coordinator
• Austin Morreale, Service Director
Participants
NeighborCorps provided support to over 140 Participants this year. Over half of our Participants were
male, over half were people of color, and over one hundred of our Participants self-reported a mental
health diagnosis.
Walking alongside the Participants on their re-entry journeys, our staff and volunteers have provided
unconditional support and encouragement. With NeighborCorps’ help, Participants have been able to
access emergency shelter, find jobs, enroll in treatment programs, benefit from moral support at court
hearings and other appointments, and achieve other goals.
We continue to receive inquiries from potential new Participants from a variety of sources—the MCACC
social services department, prison ministry, word-of-mouth (whether it’s in the jail or on the outside), and
by utilizing the County Sentence Report. This is a list of all individuals in MCACC and their release dates,
which allows us to reach out and introduce ourselves to every individual incarcerated at MCACC.
Participant Narratives
D.T.: By appearing in court to support our participant, D.T. and speaking to the judge on D.T.'s behalf,
NeighborCorps was able to help him receive a sentence of five years’ probation rather than three to five
years in state prison. The story follows:
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At his sentencing hearing in October 2018, participant D.T. was looking at the possibility of spending the
next three to five years in state prison. D.T. has a history of drug abuse and homelessness, and his criminal
record reflects charges that are rooted (one way or another) in those issues.
NeighborCorps initially met D.T. late last winter, when he was homeless, spending his days at UBHC and his
nights under a train station bench. D.T. didn't have a phone (he was waiting on his government phone to
arrive) so it was obviously difficult to communicate with him to schedule and confirm meetings and we only
ended up meeting with him a couple of times before he fell completely off the radar. And when he
reappeared on the radar a while later, he was back in Middlesex County Jail.
After learning of D.T.'s whereabouts, NeighborCorps began visiting D.T. about once a week in jail and
attended his court appearances to provide moral support to him. (D.T. didn't have any truly supportive
family or friends. He had an estranged wife to whom he asked me to pass on messages now and then as well
as an estranged adult son.) During visits with NeighborCorps, D.T. expressed what appeared to be a sincere
regret for the bad decisions he'd made in the past as well as a sincere desire to be given the opportunity and
tools to try to set a new course for his life.
During his sentencing hearing, D.T. advocated for himself, telling the judge that if he were to be sent to
prison, then in three to five years he'd just end find himself in the same spot he'd been in before--homeless
and surrounded by substance abuse triggers. He told the judge that he'd been working with NeighborCorps
and would reconnect with UBHC and that he believed that a sentence of probation would be more
beneficial to him than a prison term would be. The judge allowed NeighborCorps to speak on Del's behalf,
and we explained our program and expressed our interest in the judge settling on a sentence that focused
on rehabilitation, not just punishment. The judge considered what D.T. had said, what I had said, and D.T.'s
long record, and after a few minutes of internal deliberation, he told D.T., " I'm looking at your record and
see all of your previous arrests for possession of drugs, your violations of probation and I don't see a lot of
reasons to give you probation rather than prison time. But today is your lucky day because instead of
sending you to prison, I'm going to sentence you to five years’ probation, with the understanding that you'll
get in a drug program, seek counseling, and stay clean. And you owe NeighborCorps a big thank you."
G.E.: G.E. is a former physician. In the past few years he's lost his medical license as a result of his courtinvolvement, he's been involved in a divorce, and he's become estranged from most of his family. After his
most recent incarceration in MCACC, G.E. had to begin trying to rebuild his life. Since last winter,
NeighborCorps has been alongside G.E. as he faced the challenges of homelessness, health issues, jobhunting, hefty child support payments, intensive supervised probation, and multiple others. We take a step
forward, only to be knocked back three. We have seen him learn how to adjust to a completely different life
than his physician's salary allowed him to live. We have seen him humble himself and apply to entry-level
and manual labor jobs to which he never would've considered applying before his incarceration. And
throughout our journey together, we've provided support as he's picked himself up and dusted himself off
and persevered in his efforts to get his life back on track. G.E. is now employed full-time, has succeeded in
reducing his child support payments to a manageable amount, and just after Christmas 2018, he moved out
of the halfway house in which he was living and into his own small apartment. (He will be off intensive
supervised probation at the end of January 2019.) He once told me that all he was looking for in his "new
life" was to have a job and to have a space of his own where he could read his books and play his guitar.
NeighborCorps couldn't be prouder to have been at G.E.'s side as he worked to realize his dream.
J.C.: When J.C. reached out to NeighborCorps, he was in MCACC, waiting to be sentenced to state prison
time. We were able to meet with him a handful of times before he was sentenced and during those
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meetings, J.C. shared his love of writing poetry as well as his concern over what he would do with the poems
he'd written while in MCACC because he'd been told that the couldn't take them with him when he was
transferred but he didn't want to throw them out. We suggested he mail us the poems and we could keep
them in his file for him until he got out of prison. A few days later, an envelope thick with J.C.'s poems
arrived and once we read them, we knew we wanted to share his story of holding on to hope despite the
difficulties he encountered. We reached out to J.C. (who was now in a state prison) to get his permission to
post his poems on our social media pages, which he happily gave us. J.C. and NeighborCorps continue to stay
in touch, writing back and forth a few times a month, and he has continued to share new poems with us.
NeighborCorps asked J.C. if he would like to be our featured artist for "Windows of Understanding," a
community art project where artists team up with local social justice organizations/non-profits to create
pieces that reflect the organizations' work that will then be displayed in the windows of New Brunswick
businesses. (J.C. said he'd be honored to be our artist.) We will continue to write J.C. (as well as share his
poetry with the public) while he's in state prison, strengthening our relationship with him as we prepare for
his re-entry.
Navigators (Volunteers)
This year saw a transformation of the Navigator role, which ideally sees a volunteer begin to work with a
participant while they are incarcerated and then continue to support that participant after they’re
released from MCACC. While that role still exists, the reality of the work schedules of volunteers, the
visiting hours at the jail, and a few other factors led us to create Navigator roles that highlight certain skill
sets. For instance, one Navigator might only assist a Participant with creating a resume, another might
focus on apartment hunting, while another might provide follow-up/maintenance visits to incarcerated
Participants. This new approach to the Navigator role allows volunteers to provide supplemental
assistance and encouragement as their schedules and abilities allow, while the NeighborCorps staff
provides the more day-to-day assistance and support. We continue to recruit volunteers from faith-based
communities, social justice organizations, and local colleges.
Events, Partners, and Allies
Over the course of 2018, NeighborCorps hosted awareness events and fundraisers and created new
partnerships and alliances, while strengthening previously existing relationships.
-In February, we partnered with long-time ally coLab Arts to present an “evening of stories.” The first half
of the event featured a draft of part of a play that told the stories (verbatim) of individuals who had been
incarcerated as youths and the role of restorative justice in their lives and the lives of the victims and
victims’ families and the second half of the night featured the stories of some of our Participants and
Navigators.
• In March, we were invited to participate in the “Next Second Chance Conference” at Brookdale
Community College, hosted in part by UBHC.
• Throughout the winter and spring, we partnered with SPARK, a Rutgers social justice journalism lab,
and connected the students with Participants, Navigators, and community connections to interview so
they could write a series of stories focusing on the intersection of incarceration/re-entry with issues
like employment, health care, relationships, homelessness, etc. The stories were published online and
NeighborCorps staff and volunteers were invited to participate in a Q&A session with the journalism
students upon completion of the project.
• In the spring, NeighborCorps was asked by coLab Arts to be a part of their “48 Hour Musical” project.
For this project, local directors, writers, actors, and musicians were paired with community non-profit
and social justice organizations and had forty-eight hours to create an original musical that reflected
the mission and work of the organization.
• In June, local cover band, “The Jewel Cases,” performed at a NeighborCorps fundraiser in Highland
Park.
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Over the summer, we were asked by the New Jersey Institute for Social Justice to co-sponsor an
“1844 No More” event in Trenton that focused on the campaign to restore voting rights to returning
citizens.
In the fall, we were invited by the City of Elizabeth Re-Entry Program to participate in a Re-Entry Fair
at the Elizabeth Public Library.
We continued our backpack drive throughout 2018, receiving so many donations that we were able to
not only provide our Participants with backpacks, but were also able to provide them to homeless
individuals who weren’t a part of our program.

Additional partners and allies include:
• Middlesex County Adult Correctional Center
• Visual Arts Center of NJ
• Mothers Helping Mothers Prison Ministry
• Anshe Emeth Temple in New Brunswick
• Ethnos Church in New Brunswick
• Reformed Church of Highland Park
• New Jersey Reentry Corporation
• MCFOODS (Middlesex County Food Organization and Outreach Distribution Services)
• YogaCorps (providing trauma-informed yoga classes to incarcerated individual at MCACC)
• Drug Policy Alliance
• Elizabeth Weill-Greenberg, writer and social justice advocate
• NJCAIC (New Jersey Campaign for Alternatives to Isolated Confinement)
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Online at: NJCommunityMentalHealth.org
Church Based Mental Health Services Provides free and low-cost professional mental health counseling to
individuals at churches in Middlesex, Monmouth, Somerset, and Ocean Counties.
Thanks Be to God for the opportunity to serve
Participating Churches
In 2018, the following churches have participated in CBMHS: First Reformed Church of South River and the
Reformed Church of Highland Park in Middlesex County; Colts Neck Reformed Church, the Community
Church of Keyport and The Church in Brielle in Monmouth County; the Middlebush Reformed Church in
Somerset County and Ocean Community Church in Ocean County.
Each of the participating Churches answered a call to serve members of the community who have difficulty
obtaining non-crisis mental health services as a direct result of the stigma of mental illness, the cost of
mental health services (with or without insurance) or the complexity of our mental health care referral
system.
Thanks be to God for the gifts that we have received
Financial Gifts
Two major fundraisers were
held in 2018. CIC and Sheila
Shukla of the Magnolia Street
String Band organized a
fundraiser called Bluegrass for
Good in January. Many
volunteers came together to
successfully raise over $3800
for mental health services.
Pastor George Montanari and
the Middlebush Reformed
Church pioneered a fundraising
community awareness concert
in recognition of Suicide
Prevention entitled “Invisible
Wounds; There is More to Your
Story.” Christian rock band,
150Central donated their time
and talents to endeavor, which
brought in over 100 attendees
and $1500 to the program.
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Additionally, participating Churches supported CBMHS with free office space, staff consultation time,
community outreach and sliding scale financial commitments.
Staff Resources
April Humes, MA, LPC, hired by CIC in 2016, began the year serving as mental health counselor at 5 church
sites and clinical director for the overall program. Lorrie McGough, LPC, LCADC, hired in 2017, began the
year serving at Ocean Community Church and the Church in Brielle. When a need for additional support
arose, Lorrie eagerly and faithfully took on additional clinical duties in Monmouth County, serving at the
Community Church of Keyport and Colt’s Neck Reformed Church. April Humes, MA, LPC, hired by CIC in
2016, began the year serving as mental health counselor at 5 church sites and clinical director for the overall
program. This was April’s last year providing direct service with CBMHS. In preparation for a planned family
move out of the state, April took on a consultant status in October with administrative efforts focusing on
implementing program changes to increase financial sustainability.
Founding licensed psychologist Dr. Carol Turner, continues to provide invaluable support and direction as
Consulting Psychologist for the program. The Executive Director of CIC, Carrie Dirks and the CBMHS Steering
Committee provide additional support as needed. (Special thanks to Diane O’Hara, Colts Neck; Pastor Lou
LaFazia and Candace Moose, Brielle; Pastor Seth Kaper-Dale, Highland Park; Pastor George Montanari,
Middlebush; Colleen Toole, South River; Pastor Dawn Seaman, Keyport, and Pastor Phil Bakelaar, Ocean
Community).
Five volunteer licensed professionals and 3 deacons/religious leaders with peer/group support experience
assisted in providing care to individuals and groups. Staff, Lorrie McGough and April Humes, provided
individual, family, or couples counseling to care to 49 individuals and 24 group participants for a combined
total of 298 hours of direct client care. Approximately 30 other individuals received compassionate referrals
to providers and resources outside of our network.
In the last quarter of 2018, we launched a volunteer recruitment campaign to aid in our efforts to become
more financially sustainable.
Direct Service to Clients
CBMHS continues to serve to clients in need of assistance.
• Approximately 80 individuals received screenings, thorough assessment of needs and resources, vetted
referrals, and when appropriate, short-term counseling and/or support through caregivers and chronic
pain support groups from our CBMHS counselors.
• Problems addressed included depression, anxiety, chronic pain, marital or family relationship problems,
substance use problems, grief and stress due to unemployment.
• Services included weekly or biweekly, individual or couple’s sessions. Caregiver Support groups, Chronic
Pain and Chronic Illness support groups at 2 church locations, met weekly, monthly or twice a month.
There were 24 group participants across all groups. Additionally, there were 8 participants in a peer
support group for service providers and ministers at the Reformed Church of Highland Park which met bimonthly for the first quarter of 2018. This group fulfilled a request to allow space for professional
caregivers to support once another around self-care, navigating ethical dilemmas, managing stress and
difficult emotions.
• To date, approximately $799 in small donations, $5 to $25 per session, have been received from financially
able clients. No one is refused service for lack of funds.
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Community Outreach and Partnerships
CIC also helped bring community awareness to CBMHS by being a feature organization in Windows of
Understanding: A City-Wide Public Art Project. The artist, Faith Franzonia focused her piece on the 1 in 5
people living with mental illness in America while drawing attention to services offered by CBMHS. The work
was on display on George Street in New Brunswick for 30 days between Jan and Feb.
In addition to clinical work, Lorrie McGough and April Humes spoke at church services and attended
outreach events to educate and raise awareness of mental health concerns in the community. April served
as a Rutgers Community Advisory Board member and as a Certified Community Behavioral Health Board
member allowing her to further advocate for needed changes in community mental health services. In
November of this year, with the assistance of Dr. Monica Indart, clinical assistant professor at Rutgers
University, CBMHS submitted an application to become an advanced practicum internship site for Rutgers
Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology (GSAPP). If accepted, CBMHS along with IRC
(International Rescue Committee) will form the Solidarity Collaborative; a group of community based
focusing on the needs of immigrants, refugees, survivors of torture, and victims of human trafficking. April
represented CBMHS at the GSAPP internship fair in November and met with potential doctoral practicum
students.
Looking Ahead
Sonya Johnson, LPC who has been a gracious and skilled volunteer at the Reformed Church of Highland Park
and the Middlebush Reformed Church since 2017 has been chosen to take the position of CBMHS Clinical
Director in 2019. Under Sonya’s leadership, communities in Monmouth and Ocean Counties with the most
limited resources will continue to have access to onsite clinical services, offered by Lorrie McGough. In
Middlesex county and other areas proven to have sufficient clinical resources, licensed volunteers along
with advanced practicum interns from the Rutgers Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology
will provide the direct client care as deemed appropriate. The clinical director will be responsible for
providing general program oversight; recruiting, vetting, and managing independently licensed volunteers,
coordinating GSAPP interns, conducting phone intakes and providing referrals to both in house providers
and outside agencies. April Humes will continue with CBMHS as Program Consultant.
A Message from Past Clinical Director, April Humes
“It’s been an incredibly rewarding experience to serve with CBMHS these last three years. I’m proud of all
that we have accomplished as accounted for by the numbers and greater community recognition, but felt
most by the individuals served, receiving compassionate clinical care they may have otherwise gone without.
I’m grateful for the way our church and community leaders embraced the program and for the God’s
constant provision in the form of talented volunteers with hearts for the mission at hand. I leave having
feeling honored to have been entrusted with such a mission and confident that God will see this good work
through to completion.”
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DIRE SUPPORT SERVICES

Online at: www.direteam.org
Deportation and Immigration Response Equipo (DIRE) has provided support and services to
immigrants since January 2017 when rapid changes in American attitude, policy, and practice at
federal and local levels began to have serious negative consequences for individuals, families, and
communities. New Executive Orders regarding immigration very suddenly put families - especially
children - into precarious legal, economic, health, and mental health situations. Stable families
with a mix of U.S. citizens and undocumented citizens became concerned about being separated.
Increases in ICE activity in Middlesex county, including at municipal and county courthouses and at
school bus stops, has traumatized communities.
DIRE exists for the sake of responding to the real fears of immigrant neighbors. DIRE has been
recognized by local immigrant organizations as a major contributor to immigrant protection, and
has helped immigrants and their children know they are cared for and remain an integral part of
our communities despite detrimental policy changes and public sentiment that may suggest
otherwise.
To date, DIRE has operated as a purely volunteer organization headquartered in Highland Park, NJ.
Monthly community meetings draw 20-50 participants who come together to review all of the
individual and collective situations that DIRE has addressed in the previous month. Current DIRE
Support Services actions and activities include:
• Detention Center Visitation 2 days per week at Elizabeth Detention Center in Elizabeth, NJ,

•
•

•
•
•

focusing particularly on individuals from New Jersey who have been picked up because of
increased ICE activity;
Courthouse Monitoring 5 days per week at a municipal courthouse and county courthouse
in Middlesex County;
DIRE information distribution days in primarily urban areas occur at least monthly (often
more frequently). Materials include “know your rights” fliers and “what to do if ICE is at your
door” information with DIRE’s toll-free number;
Actions on behalf of particular detained individuals and their families (fundraising appeals,
press conferences, media blitzes, trips to D.C.);
Outreach to potential new DIRE chapters around the state; and
Operating the DIRE hotline and responding to crisis calls and information inquiries.

Recent Changes
In October 2018, the Board of Directors of Churches Improving Communities voted to bring DIRE
Support Services (DIRE-SS) under its 501c3 non-profit status. This status change will allow DIRE-SS
to hire and manage employees, apply for grant funding, and benefit from the administrative
umbrella of this established and respected organization.
In 2019, DIRE will begin to provide wrap-around and referral services for any immigrant with a
detention/deportation issue in the state of NJ who calls our line. These services include connecting
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people with legal services, social services, and supportive community volunteers who assist both
the detained individual and their families.
Funding
Churches Improving Communities received a $25,000 grant from United Way of NJ dedicated to
support DIRE Support Services. This funding will support a part-time program director who will
expand the reach and scope of DIRE-SS, and increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the
services it offers to the immigrant community in central NJ.
Staffing
CIC has hired Wanda Quintanila to serve as DIRE Support Services Program Director. Wanda will
begin February 1, 2019! We are excited to support Wanda as she expands DIRE’s capabilities to
provide support for immigrant families, and connect them to services that can assist them through
very difficult times.
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Focus Church Development Program
Online at: ImprovingNJ.org/FCDP
The Focus Church Development Program (FCDP) is a collaboration between Classis New Brunswick and
Churches Improving Communities that pairs one Classis New Brunswick church with CIC staff members for
one year to identify and carry out initiatives that respond simultaneously to the needs of the church and of
the community. The desired result is a deeper understanding of how a congregation can be God’s hands and
feet in the world, an expanded view of the possibilities for their ministry, and positive growth of their
congregation in the community.
In 2018/19, FCDP is focused on Trinity Reformed Church and Agape House of North Plainfield.

Gift Catalog
Online at: ImprovingNJ.org/Gift
CIC’s online Gift Catalog is a convenient and easy way to purchase gift donations in honor of friends or
family members who care about giving back! Shop now at ImprovingNJ.org/gift and choose from several
beautiful honor cards to print out and give. All proceeds benefit the CIC program of your choice. Please
share with others who want to make a difference in the lives of people in central New Jersey through their
gifts!
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CIC in the Coming Year
New CIC Website & Databases
Look for the launch of CIC’s newly-designed website in early 2019 at our same URL: ImprovingNJ.org.
Through a grant-sponsored membership to a professional volunteer management system, Catchafire, CIC
has been able to access over $30,000 of technical assistance and capacity-building projects with professional
volunteers. Projects include a new website with improved functionality and a clearer articulation of CIC’s
purpose, mission, and ways to engage the community; and a database to house, analyze and report
NeighborCorps program data. Additional database capabilities will be added in 2019 that will assist with
data from multiple programs, and with volunteer engagement. Finally, west-coast Designer Scott Hidinger
generously donated his time and talents to create a CIC family of logos (used throughout this report) for CIC
and its programs that will assist with community recognition of CIC and boost program engagement.
Your Idea
CIC is always on the lookout for ways to assist churches engage and serve their communities! We welcome
your input and ideas – please email or call if you have an idea, a dream, or a question. We are here to help
move your ideas forward in ways that make sense for your church. If you’d like to start a conversation,
please contact us at ChurchesImprovingCommunities@gmail.com.
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Finances - Programs
Churches Improving Communities operates as the non-profit umbrella organization for NeighborCorps ReEntry Services, Church-Based Mental Health Services, DIRE, and CALTR-Faith in Action. CIC resources such as
bookkeeping, grant writing, administrative oversight and others are shared among the programs, and with
churches who seek assistance with their own community projects. Similarly, CIC expenses are also shared
including insurance costs and a portion of the CIC Executive Director salary.
Programmatic budgets reside under CIC but are managed separately by the program steering committees
who conduct their own fundraising and are responsible for programmatic expenses. Because of the
volunteer focus of NeighborCorps and CALTR-Faith in Action, DIRE, and the collaborative nature of CBMHS,
each is able to leverage a tremendous amount of value from its modest budget.
Program budgets for 2019 total approximately $125,000, and the value of what they bring into communities
through volunteers and other leveraged resources is double that amount, at approximately $250,000.
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Finances – CIC
Churches Improving Communities’ lean annual budget provides programmatic and administrative support
that helps programs successfully obtain and administer grants, conduct communications and fundraising
efforts, grow their support base, and employ program personnel – resources that are also available to
churches who want to begin or expand community service projects.
This model of resource pooling is a strategic and effective way to invest in communities, ensuring that
overhead expenses for programs remain extremely low. The CIC overall budget – including programs and
administration – for our most recent complete program year reflects this investment.

CHURCHES IMPROVING COMMUNITIES BUDGET

INCOME:
Individual Donations
Congregation Donations
Amazon Smile Foundation
Operating Contribution from Programs
Insurance Contribution from Programs
Fundraising Projects
Focus Church Development Program
TOTAL INCOME:
EXPENSES:
Membership Fees
Postage
Marketing
Data Protect/PYRL Subscription
Bank Fees
PayPal Fees
Catch-a-Fire Annual fee
Insurance
Registration Fees
Senior DayCare, Accounting Fee
Payroll -Wages
Payroll (FICA & Medicare)
TOTAL EXPENSES:
DIFFERENCE:

2018
Budget

2018
Actuals

2019
Budget

$4,000
$9,000
$25
$12,200
$2,500

$27,725

$5,319
$3,582
$19
$1,404
$2,489
$1,874
$3,333
$18,020

$4,000
$4,000
$30
$11,800
$2,500
$2,000
$1,666
$25,996

$200
$125
$400
$600
$80
$40

$0
$0
$314
$664
$15
$173

$4,500
$25
$0
$20,000
$1,365
$27,335

$3,521
$25
$375
$14,762
$1,129
$20,978

$100
$50
$400
$650
$50
$150
$2,004
$3,600
$25
$0
$14,400
$983
$22,412

$390

-$2,959

$3,584
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Please Help Support Our Work
It is the Churches Improving Communities’ mission to assist churches in Classis New Brunswick to develop and
expand justice and mercy service projects in their communities. We do this by pooling skills and expertise to
leverage funding, volunteers and community support. To this end, we are committed to using our resources
wisely and effectively, and CIC accomplishes much with very lean operational practices and programmatic
budgets. Churches Improving Communities is funded solely through foundation grants, and individual, church
and corporate donations. We count on your support to positively impact the lives of people in need in our
communities.
Please donate today to help us continue this important work in 2019.

CIC 2017 Overall Budget
6%
58%

Administrative Costs - $27,335

36%

Program Costs - $171,334
Volunteer Value (over 10,000 hours) $271,000

Become a Friend of the CIC! Support CIC by joining the Board of Trustees,
volunteering for a program, or by making a donation that will help CIC assist
churches and communities throughout the Classis.
Classis New Brunswick Community Development Corporation doing business as Churches Improving
Communities is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization. Your contribution is tax deductible.
Donations by Check
Please make checks payable to Classis New Brunswick CDC and mail to:
Classis New Brunswick CDC
100 College Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
Donations by Credit Card
Donations can also be made via credit card or PayPal on our website, ImprovingNJ.org.
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Board of Trustees & Staff
Board of Trustees
Clark Petrie, President

ADVISORS to the BOARD

Anthony DiGrigoli, Vice-President

Rev. Seth Kaper-Dale

Carol Turner, Secretary

Rev. Dr. Ursula Cargill

Craig Jensen, Treasurer

Rev. Doug Shepler

Renee DiGrigoli

Brian Szura

Renee Burawski
Kristy Lauricella
Aleta Shepler
Victa McKenzie
Colleen Toole

Staff
Kathy Fisher

April Humes

Bookkeeper

CBMHS Program Consultant

Tracy Cangiano

Sonya Johnson

NeighborCorps Administrative Director

CBMHS Clinical Director

Austin Morreale

Carol Turner

NeighborCorps Program Director

CBHMS Consulting Psychologist

Valerie Jones

Lorri McGough

NeighborCorps Re-Entry Coordinator

CBMHS Mental Health Counselor

Deborah Convery

Carrie Dirks

CALTR Volunteer and Hospitality Coordinator

CIC Executive Director
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